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the decision was made: the Murphys would go to Los Angeles. They
tried to keep the lid on the news until a proper announcement could be
made, but on March 17, 1960, six hundred students, angered by the rumors,
gathered on the snow-covered lawn of the chancellor’s residence on Mount
Oread, the Murphys’ home for the past nine years. “We want Murphy! We
want Murphy!” the students chanted. As they stamped their feet for
warmth in the frosty evening air, they waved placards that read, “To Hell
with Docking!” and “Stay Here Murphy.” The mob hoisted up a life-size
effigy of the Kansas governor made of straw and old blue jeans, with
“george” painted on its chest. After hurling rock-hard snowballs at the fig-
ure swinging from a tree limb, they set “Governor Docking” ablaze.

Judy Murphy stepped to the front of the portico and told the students
that her husband was in Topeka but was expected shortly. She spoke briefly
about their regret at leaving Kansas and said the decision had been difficult.
Just then someone spotted the chancellor’s car, and the students rushed to
line up along the slushy asphalt driveway. As soon as the car turned through
the stone pillars of the gate, the crowd caught in its headlights cheered
wildly and launched into “For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow.”

“This is St. Patrick’s Day and my grandfather told me that a good Irish-
man can always talk if nothing else,” Murphy told the crowd after making
his way to the portico, “but I don’t know if I’ll even be able to talk much
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tonight.” The usually well-composed chancellor had tears in his eyes as he
spoke, his nine-year-old son, Franklin, standing at his side on the front
steps. Murphy underlined his affection for the town of Lawrence and for
the University of Kansas. “Ever since I’ve held this position here it hasn’t
been a job to me at all, but sort of a love affair,” he said. “In the last year
and a half, the student body has acted with such maturity it would put the
adults of this state to shame.”

Realizing there was nothing more they could do but bid farewell to their
much-admired “Dr. Murphy,” the tearful students burst into the Jay-
hawks’ anthem, followed by a vigorous rendition of KU’s “Rock Chalk
Chant,” a rhythmic mantra that could unhinge the most stone-faced. Mur-
phy thanked them all, said, “God bless you,” and, deeply moved, walked
hurriedly into the house.1

. . . . .
On March 29, 1960, Clark Kerr, president of the University of California,
wrote Franklin Murphy that the board of regents had formally approved his
appointment as UCLA’s chancellor. Murphy’s duties as chancellor were
slated to begin on July 1, 1960. He would receive an annual salary of
$26,000, plus a contingent fund of $7,000 for entertainment expenses. On
his arrival in Los Angeles, the regents would reimburse him for the cost of
moving his family from Kansas to California and provide him with a house
as well as a car for use on official business.2

“The committee of the regents and the faculty considered more than 100
leading American educators for this important post,” Kerr told the Los An-
geles Times in his announcement of the appointment.3 Soon after the an-
nouncement, Murphy received an early-morning telephone call from for-
mer president Harry Truman, who said that he regretted “that the good
doctor was leaving the Midwest” but wished him well in his new post.4 In-
deed, Murphy was not prepared for all the congratulatory messages he re-
ceived. Notes, flowers, letters, and telegrams kept arriving at his office, pil-
ing high on his desk. “I do not know when I shall ever get dug out,” he
said.5

In his farewell speeches to students and faculty Murphy did not soft-
pedal his disappointment about Kansans’ lack of support for the university.
“The state of California, with its dedication to and central involvement in
the great thrust to the future, is a compelling magnet,” he said. “UCLA has
the intense and active interest and support of Californians at all levels. The
creative educational opportunities are unlimited.”6

While the chancellor completed his good-byes to friends in Lawrence,
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powerful men in Los Angeles prepared for his summer arrival. Edward W.
Carter, a business magnate and university regent, approved Murphy’s elec-
tion to the exclusive Los Angeles Country Club and waived the $12,000 ini-
tiation fee; Norman Chandler, chairman of the Times Mirror Company
and publisher of the Los Angeles Times, secured Murphy’s nomination to the
prestigious California Club; and Asa Call, a powerful insurance executive
and the central figure in the redevelopment of downtown, arranged meet-
ings with the city’s movers and shakers.7

a city  rethinking itself

Franklin Murphy was coming to a city newly resolved on a daring makeover
of its downtown core. City leaders were determined to have Los Angeles
take advantage of the booming postwar economy. They feared that a fail-
ure of civic nerve now would condemn Los Angeles to stagnation as a
minor though colorful West Coast town dependent on moviemaking and
tourism.

The city council in 1960 focused its attention on a faded residential dis-
trict occupying a downtown promontory known as Bunker Hill. During
the flourishing 1880s and 1890s, Bunker Hill, at the edge of the civic cen-
ter, had been the city’s most fashionable address, noted for its exuberantly
designed Victorian mansions. Wealthy families and city leaders spared no
expense or restraint building homes that featured the imaginative details of
the Queen Anne and Eastlake architectural craze— cupolas, towers and tur-
rets, gabled roofs. A funicular railway called Angels Flight transported res-
idents up and down the hillside in two fanciful cars, connecting the neigh-
borhood at the top with the commercial district and city offices at the base.

As the whimsical architecture went out of style and the original owners
moved to newer enclaves, the hilltop mansions lost their glory and were di-
vided into rental units or turned into boardinghouses. The decaying neigh-
borhood was occupied by recent immigrants, pensioners, and the down-
and-out, although not quite the derelicts of skid row. The police often
suspected that a criminal element now operated inside the parlors of the
city’s early elite. Angels Flight continued to descend to Hill Street, but the
exclusive department store, the City of Paris, had long since been replaced
by the Grand Central Market, a public grocery and produce bazaar. The
quaint turn-of-the-century cars of Angels Flight were popular with tourists,
who rode the “world’s shortest railroad” to the top of the hill and bought
postcards to prove it. From the hilltop, they could look out over an unob-
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structed vista of downtown. Franklin Murphy would arrive in a city with a
skyline strangely limited to thirteen stories, an anachronism in an era of
modern skyscrapers. The notable exception was City Hall, whose twenty-
eight-story tower rose like a modern obelisk above the small-town skyline.
Footings of the structure were said to stand in pools of mercury, the tech-
nology at the time for riding out an earthquake.8

The city was already deeply committed to the automobile, with a free-
way grid intended to bring commuters to the central city, curiously stuck
in an earlier era. Except for the fact that the trolley tracks had been re-
moved, Spring Street, the city’s financial district of low-rise Beaux Arts bank
and title company buildings, looked as it did in photos of the 1890s. The
dilapidated Bunker Hill mansions with their eccentric details were popu-
lar with filmmakers when a gloomy, portentous setting was needed to sug-
gest corruption underlying California’s vaunted golden life.9 City leaders,
however, found noir films a betrayal of the idea of Los Angeles as a forward-
looking, sunshine-bright metropolis: after all, when the new City Hall was
completed in 1928, with its futuristic tower topped by the Lindbergh bea-
con, a revolving searchlight sweeping the night sky, it was meant to an-
nounce the arrival of modern Los Angeles. But the Great Depression and
then World War II intervened, putting further futuristic plans on hold.

In 1957, when new engineering technology ended the restrictions on
building height, Los Angeles could at last erect sleek, efficient office tow-
ers, though developers still had to be convinced that the city had come of
age and could attract corporate tenants. The optimistic city council ordered
preliminary work on a master plan. High on the planning agenda was dem-
olition of the disintegrating houses of Bunker Hill—Redevelopment Area
No. 1—so conspicuously and incongruously close to the civic center. “Los
Angeles passed Bunker Hill by and all but forgot about it for a quarter cen-
tury,” noted the Times.10

City leaders were determined that downtown would not become a
blighted area of tenements and marginal enterprises. The Community Re-
development Agency (CRA) envisioned Bunker Hill revitalized by luxury
apartments and hotels, the Los Angeles version of San Francisco’s Nob Hill.
Subsequent financial realities, however, would lead to the planning of a
mixed-use commercial and residential district with high-rise office towers,
condominiums, and public plazas.11

Demolition of Bunker Hill was slated to begin in fall 1961, and it would
take several more years for the city skyline to be redefined upward, with the
thirty-five-story Union Bank Building rising as the first of the new towers.
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Murphy arrived at a transitional moment of the city’s history, and he wit-
nessed the radical metamorphosis of both the city’s skyline and the city’s
image of itself. Much of the city’s changing philosophy would be played out
on Bunker Hill.

. . . . .
Everything about Murphy’s initial visits to L.A. conspired to put the city
in its best light—even the weather. The Kansas winter of 1959–60 had been
one of the worst on record. Freezing ice and snow blanketed the farmlands
of the Wakarusa and Kansas River valleys, and bitter temperatures lingered
for months. On two whirlwind trips to Los Angeles in February and March,
Murphy toured Los Angeles in his too-heavy overcoat, an outsider in what
eastern journalists had taken to calling the Pastel Empire. Judy accompa-
nied him on one of these trips, for although they were resigned to leaving
Kansas, they were both apprehensive about starting life over in a place so
different from what they had known.

The UC regents arranged for the Murphys to stay at the elegant Bel Air
Hotel, a short drive from the UCLA campus. Its gardens were a dreamscape
of tropical vegetation. The faded stucco walls brimmed with magenta
bougainvillea, and the grounds were lined with banana trees, giant elephant
ears, birds of paradise, and soaring palms. The scent of eucalyptus and jas-
mine was a welcome contrast to the biting midwinter air of the Great
Plains.

Murphy was familiar with the Bob Hope jokes about freeways, traffic,
and smog, and he had expected to see orange groves and movie lots, but he
was surprised to find that Los Angeles was an industrial center, home to a
vast labor force in the defense industries. Southern California was the lead-
ing beneficiary of cold war government contracts. Good-paying jobs en-
ticed many former military people as well as eastern blue-collar workers,
midwestern farmers, and African American laborers. Immigrants also came
from Asia, Central and South America, and Mexico, the latter adding to
California’s already rich Mexican heritage.12 White Protestants, however,
were in the majority after World War II, and they persisted in thinking of
Los Angeles as an Anglo city; in fact, immigration from the Midwest had
been so heavy that the city was jokingly called “the Port of Iowa.” Murphy’s
sister, Cordelia, and her husband, Lyman Ennis, were among the newcomer
arrivals. After his discharge from the army Lyman became an architect, and
the couple lived in a handsome modern house they had built in Pasadena.

Murphy had read about the idiosyncrasies of Los Angeles and its reputa-
tion as a cultural wasteland, but he found it curiously exciting, saying that
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he glimpsed a postwar city moving forward rapidly and transforming itself
with its intellectual vitality. Invited to a dinner party in Beverly Hills, he
found himself a guest at the home of the renowned violinist Jascha Heifetz
and was captivated by an impromptu classical jam session with Heifetz, the
celebrated composer Igor Stravinsky, and the cello virtuoso Gregor Piatig-
orsky. “We do pretty well, considering we only have local talent,” Heifetz
told Murphy at the end of the evening.13 When Murphy related the story
years later, he said that with their spirits lifted he and Judy returned to their
hotel determined to put their hearts into their future in Los Angeles.

Indeed, as early as his first morning in Los Angeles, at a breakfast meet-
ing with Clark Kerr and Ed Carter in the hotel’s sun-drenched courtyard,
Murphy had been swept off his feet, he admitted later. Kerr and Carter ar-
rived at the hotel in fine spirits and soon caught Murphy up in their cele-
bratory mood. The long-awaited and much-touted Master Plan for Higher
Education in California had finally come together, was assured of legisla-
tive approval, and would soon be on Governor Edmund Brown’s desk for
signature.14

Murphy knew Kerr from working closely with him at the annual con-
ferences on education sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation. Both men
were members of the foundation’s board of directors. They shared similar
ideas about the role of universities, but in most other respects they were no-
tably different.

Kerr, reserved and soft-spoken, did not look the part of the strong-willed
administrator he was reputed to be. At forty-nine, he was of medium
height, slim, and physically fit. He was bald, except for a rim of closely
trimmed brown hair, and at a time when businessmen considered heavy,
dark eyeglass frames a statement of power, Kerr wore rimless spectacles. As
a former labor negotiator, he had cultivated a patient, low-key approach to
administration. Yet Murphy knew his colleague was a superstar of Ameri-
can education, presiding over the nation’s largest public university system,
which had an annual budget of $450 million.

Murphy was not physically imposing either: he was five feet, eight
inches, of average build, with regular features, a receding hairline, and a
high forehead. Unlike Kerr, however, he possessed an outgoing manner and
energy that drew people to him. He was also deeply ambitious. On occa-
sion, he could be brash and pushy, leading inevitably to a collision between
the two men.

Their breakfast companion, Ed Carter, was a gregarious man with the
double advantage of good looks and exuberant charm. Appointed to the
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board of regents in 1952 by Governor Earl Warren, Carter currently chaired
its all-important Education Policy Committee. The square-jawed, dynamic
businessman had made himself a multimillionaire by the age of forty. After
graduating from UCLA and the Harvard Business School, he had risen
from menswear salesman to president of the Broadway department store
chain. During the postwar retailing boom, he had directed expansion into
shopping malls to take advantage of the rush to the suburbs.

Kerr’s negotiating skills and studied patience lay behind the achievement
Carter and Kerr were celebrating: gaining a consensus to reorganize the
California college system.15 The master plan laid out three divisions of
higher education in the state—the University of California, a separate state
college system, and a network of junior colleges (later called community
colleges). The top division, the University of California, would be a con-
stellation of research universities (Berkeley and UCLA being the two major
campuses) prepared to receive the upper tier of high school graduates.16

With the colleges jealous of their prestige and status, the agreement was
likened to a fair trade treaty for higher education. The most impressive part
of the new master plan was the guarantee of access to a college education,
tuition-free, for all California high school graduates. News of the innova-
tive plan was drawing worldwide attention; no nation had yet attempted
such a feat.17

Kerr predicted a golden age for U.S. higher education, with California
leading the way. The national economy was entering a period of unprece-
dented prosperity, and funds were flowing to universities, with an added
cold war boost in appropriations for science. The university regents had re-
cently obtained legislative approval for construction funds to prepare the
campuses for a tsunami in enrollment as the baby boomers reached college
age. The university-wide population was expected to double within eight
years.18

the three powerful southern regents

Though as president of the University of California Clark Kerr directed the
operations of the multicampus university, three strong-willed Los Angeles
regents had virtual veto power over many decisions. They were not only
wealthy but also well connected, linked in a network of influence and au-
thority. Edward W. Carter was a charismatic and powerful retail-chain ty-
coon; Edwin Wendell Pauley, a steadfastly conservative oil millionaire who
had been a regent since 1940; and Dorothy Buffum Chandler, an obsessive
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doyenne, a driving force in the family that owned the Times Mirror Com-
pany and the Los Angeles Times. In addition to their statewide duties as re-
gents, the three were intent on shaping Los Angeles into a new type of mod-
ern city. Murphy would find himself welcomed into their circle, and they
would expect a great deal from him in return.

Edward Carter
Carter was the kind of man who was difficult to ignore, running a nation-
wide retail operation with sales in 1960 of nearly $180 million.19 His wealth
and success enabled him to pursue his grand civic and cultural ambitions.
At their breakfast meeting at the Bel Air Hotel, Carter was candid in re-
counting to Murphy the doleful history of UCLA. It began as a teacher-
training school on Vermont Avenue near downtown. In 1919, when
adopted into the UC system, it was called the University of California,
Southern Branch, and it had continued in that second-class status even after
moving in 1929 to a new campus in Westwood. University-wide micro-
management from the Berkeley office of President Robert Gordon Sproul
had meant years of stagnation for UCLA. (Sproul served as president from
1930 to 1958.) The Los Angeles regents and the Southern Branch alumni
had agitated for greater autonomy, and finally, in 1952, decentralization was
officially decreed: the southern campus would be called the University of
California at Los Angeles. Its branch status was over, and the initials
“UCLA” came into being. Clark Kerr, then a Berkeley faculty member, was
named chancellor at Berkeley, and Raymond Allen (former president of the
University of Washington) was chosen as UCLA’s first chancellor.

Chancellor Kerr had fought strenuously for the promised decentraliza-
tion, but in Los Angeles Allen had proved weak, much to Carter’s exasper-
ation. When Sproul retired in 1958, it was Kerr, not Allen, who was chosen
to succeed him as president of the university. Acceding to pressure from Los
Angeles, Kerr’s first presentation to the board of regents contained language
that the southern regents had been waiting to hear: the Berkeley and Los
Angeles campuses were to be “comparable in size and have equal opportu-
nities.”20 Carter, who claimed a hand in formulating the statement, wanted
Murphy to understand that, as far as the southern regents were concerned,
the directive for parity was his mandate.21 They had waited a long time for
UCLA to come into its own and were now determined to see it the equal
of UC Berkeley.

The first wave of baby boomers would soon be entering college, and the
university system was alarmingly underprepared. The university had seven
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campuses in 1960 and was hastening to add three more.22 UCLA and
Berkeley were to have a maximum of 27,500 students each; the other cam-
puses would pick up the overflow. Murphy was told to expect UCLA’s en-
rollment to reach 27,500 by 1964; he would be under tremendous pressure
to get the campus ready.

Carter laid out what the southern regents expected in UCLA’s new chan-
cellor: they wanted an administrator who was forward-looking but not
problematically liberal, who valued both science and the humanities, and,
above all, who could provide the strong leadership that had been lacking.
Murphy later recounted that Carter assured him of the regents’ full support
for a truly distinguished university and also linked the university to the
city’s cultural venues, confidently predicting that Los Angeles was on the
verge of an unprecedented cultural metamorphosis. UCLA, he promised,
would be a significant component of the new Los Angeles.

In 1926 the journalist Henry L. Mencken wrote in the Baltimore Sun,
“There are more morons collected in Los Angeles than in any other place
on earth.”23 But now, Carter explained, he and a handful of others were on
a crusade to change this assessment. They planned to remove the county’s
art collection from Exposition Park, where it was incongruously and shab-
bily exhibited with bones and fossils in a 1911 multipurpose facility—the
Museum of History, Science and Art.24 Such civic shortsightedness about
art, Carter thought, had discouraged the oil tycoon J. Paul Getty, who ini-
tially gave the county some fine works, including the Ardabil Carpet, a mas-
terpiece of Persian weaving, and Rembrandt’s Portrait of Maerton Looten,
painted in 1632. But who would donate another Rembrandt to hang in a
gallery displaying a saber-toothed tiger and an antique Pierce-Arrow? Getty
chose instead to establish his own museum at his ranch house in Malibu.

In the past eighteen months Carter said he had raised $4.8 million from
private donors to build the county’s first museum devoted solely to art. A
site for the museum on Wilshire Boulevard was already under considera-
tion—a county park located a few blocks west of La Brea Avenue. The Han-
cock family had donated the twenty-three-acre former oil field to the
county for a science reserve, and though its official name—Hancock
Park—honored the donors, it was popularly known as the La Brea Tar Pits,
a place where the skeletal remains of ice age mammals mired in the tar
could be found among the palm trees. Carter needed another $1 million,
which he planned to get, if not from a single wealthy donor, then from a
public campaign for smaller gifts.25 In his opinion Los Angeles was ready
to spend money on culture. “It is a center of artistic and musical activity,
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and spending money for their development is a prideful act. Besides, it
tends to offset the image that the place is populated largely by kooks.”26 As
Murphy listened to Carter’s enthusiastic analysis, he was fully persuaded
that if Los Angeles indeed was ready, Carter was the personification of that
readiness.

Edwin Pauley
Edwin Pauley was the most senior, and the most vocal, member of the board
of regents. Now fifty-seven and chairman of the university’s board of re-
gents, the wealthy oilman and Democratic Party politico had served as a
University of California regent for more than twenty years. He took inor-
dinate pride in the university and spoke of it in a proprietary way. He had
been an influential force during the Truman administration both as a Dem-
ocratic fund-raiser and as a presidential adviser. Pauley was from that patri-
archal school of men of wealth and power who took pride in being a man’s
man, and he had more than a little difficulty accepting Dorothy Chandler
as an equal power on the board. Pauley and Chandler were usually on the
same side in their demands for recognition of UCLA, but there were other
issues on which they sharply differed, and Pauley was known to grow exas-
perated when Chandler’s vote canceled his. He underestimated her savvy;
she counted votes ahead of time and then negotiated and bargained; she did
not sell her vote cheaply and always asked for her quid pro quo.

Kerr’s observation of Pauley was that he was “an alpha male, par excel-
lence.”27 The two men were frequently locked in conflict. Their differences
began when Pauley, a fervent anti-Communist, had insisted on firing fac-
ulty members who refused to sign the prescribed loyalty oath and Kerr, then
a professor of industrial relations, had been a forceful member of the fac-
ulty committee protesting the firings.28 But Pauley proved a supportive ally
in key moments of the negotiation concerning the Master Plan for Higher
Education, and in 1960 the men shared a familiar if uneasy camaraderie.

Pauley had first met Franklin Murphy in May 1955, when Murphy de-
livered the banquet speech at the Hotel Muehlebach in Kansas City, Mis-
souri, following the groundbreaking for the Truman Presidential Library.
Pauley had been impressed by the youthful chancellor’s moving tribute to
Truman. Pauley was keenly aware of the leadership vacuum that existed at
UCLA, and when Kerr reported to the regents that he found Murphy
“bright, energetic, and full of ideas,” Pauley heartily endorsed Kerr’s selec-
tion. Murphy “seemed perfect for UCLA,” Kerr said at the time.

During one of Murphy’s visits to Los Angeles, as Cordie Ennis recalled,
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her brother was entertained by Pauley, and she and Lyman were invited.
Pauley, a bear of a man, shook hands with Lyman and nearly crushed her
(very pregnant with her first child) as he put an arm around her. He leaned
close and told her that Murphy did not realize what an opportunity they
were offering him at UCLA and that he wanted to know why her brother
was so “awfully demanding.” During dinner, Cordie listened with admira-
tion to her brother’s description of his vision for UCLA and noted that he
was indeed very specific about what he needed and what he expected as the
new chancellor for the Los Angeles campus.

Dorothy Chandler
Dorothy Buffum Chandler, the “Iron Lady,” was widely acknowledged to
be the most powerful woman in Los Angeles. Vivacious Dorothy Buffum
of Long Beach, called “Buff” by her college friends, had married the qui-
etly confident and very handsome young Norman Chandler on August 20,
1922, following their courtship at Stanford University. Norman succeeded
his father, Harry Chandler, as publisher of the Los Angeles Times as well as
chief executive of the Times Mirror Company. The city and the newspaper
had long been entwined: inevitably, Norman and Dorothy became catalysts
for the city’s future, continuing the family’s long-standing central role in
shaping Los Angeles.29

Disciplined and organized, Chandler routinely started her morning with
a plunge in the family pool, followed by a check of astrology charts. Dr.
Murphy was an Aquarian, she noted. Those born under the sign of the
Water Bearer were visionaries and humanitarians, showering the world with
ideas. That boded well for the Kansan and for what Chandler expected of
him. Aquarians can be inventive and original but also impatient and de-
manding. That was all right with her; the city needed shaking up.

Chandler, in her late fifties, possessed the spirit, energy, and ambition of
a self-confident, savvy power player. She wore only moderate makeup, and
her freckles and hazel eyes lent a hint of the pixie to an otherwise com-
manding appearance. Murphy, aware of his reputation for persuasiveness
and his effectiveness with women, was confident he could charm her. What
he did not expect was that she would totally charm him.

Chandler had come into her own on the board of the Southern Califor-
nia Symphony Association, a support organization for the Los Angeles Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, and had won the appreciation of music lovers for her
campaign to save the city’s landmark Hollywood Bowl from financial col-
lapse. The L.A. Philharmonic deserved a home of its own and the city de-
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served a prestigious concert hall, so she set her mind to building one. After
three hard-fought campaigns for bond issues for a civic auditorium and
opera house failed, in 1951, 1953, and 1954, she plunged briefly into despair
but then became determined to raise private funds. She presented the board
of supervisors with a proposal for a music center to be built and operated
by a citizens’ group on land leased from the county. A square block of land
on Bunker Hill, soon to be cleared as part of the city’s redevelopment plan,
was available. Legislation was required for the lease arrangements and the
mixed operation by the county and a private group, but Chandler had the
bill drafted and expected to see the measure shortly on the desk of Gover-
nor Brown.

For his interview with Chandler, Murphy went to her Hancock Park
home, whimsically named “Los Tiempos.” In her well-known forthright
manner Chandler told Murphy that the former chancellor, Ray Allen, had
been a disappointment and that UCLA had suffered as a result. It had been
a touchy matter, she confided, but in effect Allen was fired.30 She told Mur-
phy that he would find her accommodating in granting whatever UCLA
needed. Tens of millions of dollars were approved and ready.31 As chair of
the Buildings and Grounds Committee, she was in a position to see that
UCLA was not slighted. “All schematics, architectural plans, come through
my committee,” she said.

There was an important condition for Chandler’s support: UCLA must
be brought into community life. She was convinced that the reason for
UCLA’s past failure to establish ties with the community was a lack of
strong leadership.32 For Dorothy Chandler and Ed Carter, UCLA was a
means as well as an end; both wanted UCLA to play an important role in
their plans.

Chandler never considered herself a feminist and disliked the term, but
she asserted that the talents of women were underrecognized and under-
utilized. She did not mind if male colleagues called her Buff, but woe be-
tide anyone who called her Buffie. Her own organizational abilities were
demonstrated in the Music Center campaign, in which she sought the usual
contributions from the area’s influential old-money families but also turned
to new-money sources in the city’s show business Westside and among Jew-
ish business leaders. This alarmed and distressed the old-guard elite, who
had resisted community involvement with “movie people” and had quietly
excluded Jews from their social life.33 Chandler explained to Murphy that
she had arranged meetings in a private dining room of a Wilshire Boule-
vard restaurant, since the California Club, the usual downtown meeting
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place for symphony supporters, excluded Jews from membership. “I
wanted them to join me on the fundraising effort. I wanted them to feel a
part of it and welcome on my team,” she said. She had her reasons for de-
scribing her outreach methods to Murphy; she expected him to do the
same. It mattered that UCLA was situated south of Bel Air and west of Bev-
erly Hills, sections of the city with large, affluent Jewish communities.34

Chandler’s goal for a concert hall was not just to provide good music for
Los Angeles but also to resuscitate the heart of the city, the location of sig-
nificant Chandler-owned real estate. She was working against the tide of the
booming postwar economy, which was moving business to the suburban
shopping malls. Demographics showed the central city increasingly popu-
lated by minorities and the poor while the suburbs were becoming more
white and more prosperous.35 Yet Chandler had an emotional as well as a
financial interest in keeping the center strong. Members of the Otis-
Chandler family had been major figures in Los Angeles since 1886, when the
family patriarch, Harrison Gray Otis, acquired the Times Mirror Com-
pany.36 Much of the character and promise of the city was credited to Gen-
eral Otis, his son-in-law, Harry Chandler, and the subsequent Chandlers.
In keeping with this tradition, the Times editors threw the newspaper’s sup-
port behind the extensive plans of the CRA to demolish blighted housing
and promote the construction of modern condominiums and office com-
plexes. The newspaper touted, as well, Chandler’s plans for the grand con-
cert hall.

As surprised as Murphy was by Chandler’s shrewd analysis of her city and
its cultural needs, he was even more impressed by her grasp of art and cul-
ture as a tool in foreign policy, a concept that Murphy had promoted as a
member of Eisenhower’s Advisory Commission on Foreign Exchanges.37

Chandler told Murphy that she had become convinced of the importance
of cultural exchange after a trip with her husband to the Soviet Union. In
Moscow, civic and social leaders had taken little interest in Norman, the
publisher, but they had all wanted to meet her as she was president of the
symphony association and a university regent in a state that proposed of-
fering a college education free of tuition. Murphy had returned from his So-
viet junket, undertaken at the request of President Eisenhower, with a sim-
ilar view on cultural exchange. In addition, he urged a policy of broad
outreach—much like what later became the Peace Corps—in which Amer-
icans would commit to a period of service in underdeveloped countries.38

When Chandler mentioned that she had presented her ideas on cultural
exchange to a receptive congressional committee, Murphy grasped that he
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was speaking with someone who not only shared his views but also had the
contacts and dedication to make things happen. He later recalled that it was
during this conversation that he recognized the potential for a very pro-
ductive partnership. Chandler could charm and cajole wealthy donors, but
when it came to convincing Los Angeles politicians and businessmen of the
value of the arts for the city’s growth, she was never afforded total credibil-
ity. She had pushed gender roles about as far as she could for the era; she
was astute enough to know, for example, that however important her ideas
were for the Times Mirror Company, she had to put them forward through
her husband. In the domain of music and culture that had come to matter
to her so deeply, she was in need of a partner; Norman Chandler, fully oc-
cupied with Times Mirror, was unavailable.

lure of an adolescent city

After Murphy’s final Los Angeles trip, his mood became brighter and his
energy returned. During his last weeks in Lawrence, he was in constant mo-
tion, handling details and managing affairs in anticipation of the family’s
exit. As university colleagues came to his office to say good-bye, Murphy
sat back in his chair with his arms crossed behind his neck, entertaining the
callers with stories of his seduction by Los Angeles. He had come to terms
with reality; his idealistic dreams for Mount Oread had ended. Clark
Wescoe, dean of the medical school and an able young administrator whom
Murphy had mentored, was named his successor.

Murphy confided to his friend and colleague Robert Vosper that the feud
was over, but he would never forgive or forget. He knew Docking would run
for reelection in November but hoped his resignation as chancellor would
prove the governor’s undoing. “He was a very difficult human being,” Mur-
phy said. “I really wanted to destroy him in the process of my leaving.”39

Judy Murphy had been deeply offended by the inflammatory accusations
of the governor and uncomfortable with campus divisiveness. She knew
that as the university’s first lady her role was to “keep smiling . . . regard-
less of what happens.” But frustration had overwhelmed her as she saw her
husband ambushed at every turn.40

Every newspaper in the region carried accounts of Murphy’s departure
and recapped the bitter battle with Docking, calling Murphy’s resignation
a “lamentable loss,” a “crying shame,” and a “disaster to Kansas education.”
“There was no better man in American education,” declared the Kansas Star
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in a front-page editorial. “The state of Kansas wasn’t big enough to appre-
ciate him. We’ll never get a man so good.”41

“It was a bloody tragedy,” Vosper said of the turn of events.42

In Lawrence, Judy completed the packing and shipped the family’s
French provincial furniture to Los Angeles. She did her best to prepare the
children for the coming change: Joyce and Martha, now college students,
would come home for the holidays, not to their familiar home in Kansas,
but to California. The two youngest, Franklin Lee and Carolyn, ten and
eleven years old, would grow up in a Mediterranean-style mansion on the
UCLA campus.

Judy and Franklin made the rounds of farewell parties given in their
honor. A special “Letter to Judy Murphy” appeared in the local paper, bid-
ding her adieu and praising her “unaffected manner, genuineness and nat-
uralness.”43 For all the exasperation the couple experienced with the provin-
cialism and isolationist mind-set of the Great Plains, it was where they felt
most at home. But the enthusiasm and strong assurances of the powerful
regents from Los Angeles had erased any lingering doubts about the deci-
sion to leave. “Almost from the beginning,” Murphy wrote Ed Carter weeks
before his departure, “my only hesitancy in the matter came out of the
question as to whether I would really have the local administrative author-
ity and flexibility to do the kind of strong and sound administrative job that
quite obviously UCLA now requires.” He added that his wife felt the same.
“Judy, in effect, said that she was not only satisfied that she would be given
the tools which she needs to do her part of the job, but she said that it
would be almost impossible to turn down the opportunity of working
under the influence of a person such as yourself.”44

Although Murphy was satisfied with his decision, several Ivy League col-
leagues warned him that this UCLA post could ruin a brilliant career.
Harold Dobbs, president of Princeton University, and Henry Wriston, re-
cently retired as president of Brown University, urged him not to take the
chancellorship of a branch campus of the University of California.45 They
said he would be ground like glass by the statewide administration at Berke-
ley and brought to his knees by a fractious and bitter Los Angeles faculty.

In spite of the well-meaning advice, Murphy was drawn to Los Angeles.
He perceived the California mind-set as progressive and upbeat; he felt he
and Judy would be warmly welcomed into Los Angeles’s social circles. He
had a vision of the city as a great new center of education and culture that
in ten years would reach parity with the East. He predicted that his new
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campus in Los Angeles would someday emerge as the western anchor of a
new East-West collegiate axis.46

. . . . .
What was not apparent to Murphy in his early enthusiasm was that the
same provincialism and disinclination to spend money on culture that
George Docking exploited in Kansas had scarred Los Angeles as well. Early
city planning for cultural venues and parklands had been cast aside as city
leaders focused on industry and land development. At the time of Murphy’s
arrival, Los Angeles could boast of only a handful of cultural amenities. It
was not just that the symphony orchestra lacked a proper concert hall and
the county’s art collection a proper museum; the large downtown public li-
brary was underfunded and short on books for the serious scholar. The Uni-
versity of Southern California (USC) was dismissively referred to as the
University for Spoiled Children. Across town, the struggling UCLA was
still thought of as an outpost of “Cal,” the fabled campus of the north. Oc-
cidental College and the California Institute of Technology (Caltech), dis-
tinguished but small, commanded only perfunctory attention from city
leaders who served as trustees on their boards.

Murphy attributed Los Angeles’s cultural deficiencies to its status as an
adolescent city, as Carter had described it, and it would be many years be-
fore he would realize that certain systemic factors, hard to overcome, had
slowed the city’s cosmopolitan development. Some of these factors were
hinted at by scholars who had probed the region’s history. In the first seri-
ous study of the California psyche, written in 1886, the philosopher Josiah
Royce found not only promising vigor but also moral ambiguity and much
to question in the founding of California, with its wild mix of individual-
ism, spirituality, materialism, greed, and violence.47 More than half a cen-
tury later, Carey McWilliams, in his 1946 volume, Southern California: An
Island on the Land, analyzed the much talked of “exceptionalism” of Los
Angeles and examined the myths that the city harbored about itself.
McWilliams found that the region’s claim of openness and tolerance was
contradicted by its history of race and class segregation and by orchestrated
hostility to organized labor.48

The Pastel Empire was a city famously built on illusion. It advertised
itself as tropical, when it was actually a semiarid coastal plain. By the
1950s the iconic orange groves featured on its postcards were not prized
at all but were being bulldozed to make way for housing tracts.49 City
leaders boasted about the natural environment—that was their hook—
but systematically favored the built over the unbuilt. As a result, the city
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that lacked museums also lacked public parks, scenic boulevards, and
dedicated open space.50

Because Los Angeles had left its planning and growth to private devel-
opers, it was a fragmented city that came of age in the postwar period, un-
sure of its identity and confused as to its responsibilities. Still, Los Angeles
was positioned favorably for the future. Even McWilliams admitted in the
closing pages of his revealing work that Los Angeles was strategically located
and had the potential to become the “great city of the Pacific,” indeed, “the
most fantastic city in the world.”51

. . . . .
To accommodate the postwar population boom, housing tracts extended
in all directions, including to the San Fernando Valley, which was within
the broad confines of the city limits. In an unincorporated section on the
southern perimeter of Los Angeles, three land developers, Mark Taper,
Louis Boyar, and Ben Weingart, set out to turn endless acres of beet fields
into the largest suburban housing development in the nation—the biggest
in the world, Time magazine said.52 Lakewood was designed to be a self-
contained community for seventy-five thousand people, with one hundred
homes a day completed in the first phase of breakneck construction.53 Two
hundred sixty-four acres of the tract were given over to a shopping center
and its immense, paved parking lot.

Workers at the nearby Douglas and Hughes aircraft plants and at the
Long Beach Naval Shipyard queued up immediately, eager to purchase
homes in the new, all-white, planned community. Taper called the tract an
opportunity for blue-collar workers to become “enthusiastic owners of
property” and thus “owners of a piece of their country.”54 Southern Cali-
fornia tract developers liked to point out that they were creating Americans
resistant to Communist propaganda, secure in their enclaves, bound by
their mortgages. A mile-long delivery tunnel below the shopping mall was
designated a Civil Defense fallout shelter, though in truth Lakewood, sur-
rounded by defense plants and naval bases, was a potential ground zero. A
twenty-megaton fusion bomb dropped on the military installations would
leave no one alive in Lakewood.55 It was not surprising that a survey of na-
tional attitudes found Southern Californians more worried about nuclear
attack and more preoccupied with bomb shelters than other Americans.56

In spite of the tall stanchions bearing air raid sirens scattered among the
palm trees along the city’s boulevards, Murphy was hardly aware during his
visit of the extent of cold war anxiety; to the contrary, he found a hearty op-
timism among civic leaders. The defense contracts that subjected the region
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to the threat of attack also contributed to the vibrancy of the local econ-
omy and created the opportunity for long-neglected development.

Murphy’s conversations with Clark Kerr, Ed Carter, and Dorothy Chan-
dler convinced him of the depth of the Southland’s potential and the en-
ergy of its architects of education, art, and culture. He was not drawn to live
in the East: as Dorothy Chandler liked to say, why live in the East, where
everything that needed to be done had long since been accomplished? “In
Los Angeles, things will always need doing, things will always need to be
made better,” Chandler said. “Los Angeles is a place for the kind of people
who are willing to try something new. It’s a place for people who want to
build a new world.”57

Chandler would prove a powerful ally in the years to come. Murphy
would learn the intricacies of wealth that came from sources that had been
totally foreign to him up to now: instead of the agrarian economy of
Kansas, with its wheat fields and stockyards, it was oil, transportation, and
land development that built great fortunes in Los Angeles, with additional
roads to wealth from finance and the defense industry. In league with
Dorothy Chandler, Murphy would have ready access to the secrets of the
city. As Chandler once confided to him, she knew where the bodies were
buried.58

. . . . .
While the Murphys were packing up the contents of their Lawrence home,
Governor Brown signed the enabling legislation for construction of the
Music Center, marking the last hurdle in Dorothy Chandler’s two-decade
effort. Murphy dictated a letter of congratulation. “Bravo!” he wrote Chan-
dler. “I hope that I may be able to help in some small way to bring this im-
portant project to final reality.”59

By the time the letter reached Los Angeles, Chandler had already hosted
a press conference announcing details of the construction plan. Photogra-
phers and reporters crowded about as she and the architect, Welton Becket,
offered the first drawings of what promised to be “one of the greatest audi-
toriums in the world,” in effect, three venues in one, meeting requirements
for symphony concerts, world-class opera, and ballet. Becket said it was the
most complex architectural problem he had ever undertaken.60

The county board of supervisors had agreed in 1959 to set aside six and a
half acres adjacent to the Bunker Hill redevelopment project as the center’s
planned site. By spring 1960, as the self-appointed chairman of the Build-
ing Fund Committee, Chandler had collected more than $4 million in pri-
vate donations. The county supervisors agreed to underwrite the remain-
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ing $6 million cost under a lease-back arrangement that permitted con-
struction financing from private sources. On expiration of the lease, the
Music Center would be publicly owned.61

Chandler provided to reporters a long list of her “Founder Members,”
those who had made generous donations. Chandler was well pleased,
though the moment had been long in coming. “We have fulfilled our prom-
ise to the county of Los Angeles,” Chandler told reporters. “We can start
digging.”62

the investiture of otis  chandler

An event that would be pivotal to Murphy’s future took place in the interim
between his acceptance of the chancellorship and his arrival in Los Ange-
les. Dorothy and Norman Chandler announced the installation of their
son, Otis Chandler, as publisher of the Los Angeles Times, a milestone that
Dorothy called the most important day of her life. The invitation sent to
eight hundred guests read: “Come to the Biltmore Bowl Auditorium April
11, 1960, for an announcement of great importance.” The leading figures of
California—governor, mayors, legislators, county supervisors, business ty-
coons, and bankers—were invited, but no one, including Times Mirror ex-
ecutives, “knew what was in store.”63

Inside the elegant Biltmore Bowl behind the speaker’s platform were
hung enormous black-and-white photographs of the four successive Times
buildings—the bronze eagle dating from 1886 perched on the parapet of
each succeeding building, wings spread and claws extended. Times colum-
nist Bill Henry, whose tenure had begun in the days of General Harrison
Gray Otis, ambled to the podium. In lighthearted, voluble remarks, he de-
scribed General Otis with his thick mustache, goatee, and military bearing,
who arrived in Los Angeles after the Civil War, entered into the newspaper
business, and set about to turn the small dusty town with a part-time river
into a thriving metropolis.64 By the time of his death, Los Angeles had a
teeming population, an amazing two-hundred-fifty-mile aqueduct bring-
ing water from the snowmelt of the Sierra Nevada, and a harbor at San
Pedro. The Times building was wrecked in 1910 by a bomb planted during
a labor dispute, but the eagle was still on the parapet when the smoke
cleared.

Bill Henry introduced the political editor, Kyle Palmer, who paid tribute
to the general’s successor, his son-in-law, Harry Chandler. Chandler adver-
tised the city as a sun-drenched paradise, and as Palmer proudly pointed
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out, he was resolute in promoting conservative Republican leadership,
quashing union organizing, and maintaining Los Angeles as an open-shop
town. Unlike General Otis, who drove about in a black town car with a can-
non mounted on the hood, Chandler kept a low profile: he was the able
strategist of the Otis-Chandler dynasty.

The audience then gave a warm welcome to Norman Chandler, current
Times publisher and eldest son of Harry Chandler. Norman was a strong
executive and an authoritative voice in the business community. He told the
audience that it had been his wish that they all be part of “this historic day.”
After a brief account of memorable moments in his thirty-eight years with
the Times, he described the qualifications of the individual who was to suc-
ceed him as publisher. Then he abruptly announced, “I hereby appoint, ef-
fective as of this minute, Otis Chandler to the position of publisher of the
Los Angeles Times, the fourth in its seventy-nine-year history.”65

There was a missing beat as the audience took in the announcement,
then loud and prolonged applause. Once the crowd settled down, Chan-
dler related his son’s steady, behind-the-scenes preparation for the position,
his education at Stanford, and his seven-year apprenticeship during which
he worked in each of the newspaper’s departments. Chandler turned to ad-
dress the tall, ramrod-straight young man seated at a table in the audience:
“Otis, as my successor and as my son, I say to you—you are assuming a sa-
cred trust and grave responsibilities. I have the utmost confidence that you
will never falter in fulfilling these obligations. This trust is dearer than life
itself.”66

Otis Chandler, thirty-two, six feet, two inches, blond and suntanned—
every inch the athlete—came forward to the microphone, took a deep
breath, and said, “Wow!” In assuming his role as publisher, he followed, in
direct descent, his father, Norman Chandler; his grandfather, Harry Chan-
dler; and his great-grandfather, General Harrison Gray Otis.67

The moment was the fruition of Dorothy Chandler’s hopes for her son
and a turning point in the history of the Times Mirror Company. The rigid
conservatism of the Times and its provincialism—there were no foreign bu-
reaus and scant coverage outside of Los Angeles—were an embarrassment
and a poor image for the booming city. The younger, more educated work-
force of the future expected a newspaper of quality and substance. Norman
Chandler had been stretched thin by his dual role as publisher of the Times
and chairman and chief executive of the Times Mirror Company. He was
shrewd in expanding and diversifying the company, but he had let the
paper take care of itself. Dorothy pointed out that he could not both re-
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vamp the newspaper and run a corporation the size of Times Mirror. “For
Norman’s sake and for the sake of the Times which I cared so much about,
I had to push him. I did it with love, but I had to do it,” she said about the
change in leadership.68

Otis Chandler shared the far-reaching and ambitious plans that his
mother and father had for Los Angeles—and for the Times. “A newspaper
must be the image of a man, whether you agree with him or not,” his fa-
ther told the press following the banquet. That image belonged now to the
Chandler heir. Franklin Murphy’s first years in Los Angeles would coincide
with the transformation of the Times, as the Chandler family readied the
newspaper for the Los Angeles of the future. Murphy would soon join the
Chandlers in bringing that future to fruition.
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